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A Break Is A Break: California Supreme Court Rules That Rest
Breaks Must Be Duty Free

Insights

12.22.16 

Today, the California Supreme Court ruled that employers must provide their workers with duty-free

rest breaks or face potentially devastating financial consequences. Most California employers know

that state law generally requires you to provide meal and rest breaks to non-exempt employees

during their work day, and failure to do so could result in being forced to pay an additional one hour

of pay at the employee’s regular rate of pay. As today’s California Supreme Court decision in

Augustus v. ABM Security Services, Inc. illustrates, failure to comply with these often onerous

requirements can lead to overwhelming financial liability.  

By resurrecting a $90 million award against the employer for failing to provide proper rest breaks to

its security guards, today’s decision was not only an early Christmas present for the plaintiffs in this

case, but for potential plaintiffs across California. The decision has important ramifications for

employers in all industries, so you should familiarize yourself with the facts and the holding to avoid

a similar fate in the New Year.

Court Concludes That Employer’s On-Call Rest Break Policy Violates California Law

ABM Security Services employs thousands of security guards at locations throughout California. For

the past decade, it has battled a class action lawsuit brought by some of its former security guards

alleging that the company failed to properly relieve them of all duties during their legally mandated

rest breaks. 

ABM requires its guards to remain on call even while taking their rest breaks. This means the

guards need to keep their cell phones or pagers on during their rest breaks in order to respond

when certain needs arise (such as when a tenant wishes to be escorted to the parking lot, or an

emergency situation occurs). According to ABM, however, guards are rarely interrupted to perform

any of these tasks and are otherwise permitted to engage in various non-work activities during this

time, including smoking, reading, making personal telephone calls, attending to personal business,

and surfing the internet. 

Late in 2014, the Court of Appeal found that this on-call rest break policy was permissible. On

December 22, 2016, however, the California Supreme Court reversed the lower court and concluded

that the policy violated California’s rest break law. The court held “state law prohibits on-duty and

on-call rest periods” and “employers must relieve their employees of all duties and relinquish any
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control over how employees spend their break time.” Based on today’s ruling, the requirement to

relieve employees of all duties now clearly applies to both meal and rest periods.

The Nature Of Rest Breaks Requires Employees Be Relieved Of All Duties

The concept of a “rest break” is not specifically defined in the Labor Code or Wage Orders. In the

absence of a specific definition, the Supreme Court determined the reference to a rest period in

Wage Order 4 evokes the ordinary meaning of rest, which one would consider as meaning “an

interval of time free from labor, work, or any other employment-related duties.” Further, in the

court’s view, it makes sense that an employer’s responsibility to relieve employees of all duties

during rest periods is on par with the same responsibility for meal periods.

The Court stated that an employer cannot satisfy its obligations under Wage Order 4 by requiring

that employees remain on call. It explained that an on-call rest break is unworkable because

employees simply could not use the 10 minutes to take care of other personal matters that require

uninterrupted time. Therefore, it determined that requiring an employee to carry a pager or respond

when the employer seeks contact with the employee is irreconcilable with the requirement of duty-

free rest periods.

Justice Kruger’s concurring and dissenting opinion complained that a requirement to carry a pager

does not necessarily prevent an employee from taking brief walks, making phone calls, or otherwise

using a rest break for their own personal purposes. Her pleas for a more common sense approach

to the issue, however, were rejected by the majority opinion, which frowned upon a requirement to

wear a pager during a rest break. 

The Mere Possibility Of Being Called Back Does Not Invalidate Breaks

California employers should understand that even under the “relieved of all duty” standard, the

mere possibility that an employee may be called back to work does not invalidate a meal or rest

break. If your policy provides employees with rest breaks where they are relieved of all duties and

occasionally these breaks are interrupted, then you must pay the one hour penalty pay on those rare

occasions or provide the employee with another uninterrupted rest break. The court distinguished

this scenario from the policy in this case, which specifically required its guards to remain on call

during their rest breaks. 

A Limited Exemption Process For On-Duty Rest Breaks

The Supreme Court did note that employers can seek relief through a Division of Labor Standards

Enforcement (DLSE) exemption process. If you can demonstrate that relieving employees of all

duties during rest breaks would pose an undue hardship and will not materially affect the welfare

or comfort of the employees, you could be relieved of your standard obligations. However, applying

for the exemption from the DLSE may trigger an investigation of your break practices, so it is a risky

proposition. Also, the exemption is not retroactive and would only apply prospectively from the date

it is granted.

Action Items For California Employers
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c o  e s o  Ca o a p oye s

In light of the Supreme Court’s decision, you should make sure your rest break policy does not

contain any on-call requirements such as remaining reachable by pager, phone, or by other similar

means. In rare circumstances, it may make sense for you to apply for an exemption from duty-free

rest breaks. However, you should seek legal counsel to help evaluate whether it makes sense to

apply to the DLSE for an exemption.

It is equally important to consider having counsel review your meal and rest break policy and

practices. This will help you assess your organization’s risk of a potential crushing financial liability

resulting from a relatively technical violation of California’s strict break requirements. 

If you have any questions about this decision or how it may affect your organization, please contact

your Fisher Phillips attorney, or one of the attorneys in any of our California offices: 

 

Irvine: 949.851.2424 

Los Angeles: 213.330.4500 

Sacramento: 916.210.0400 

San Diego: 858.597.9600 

San Francisco: 415.490.9000

This Legal Alert provides information about a specific new court decision. It is not intended to be,

and should not be construed as, legal advice for any particular fact situation.
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